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Relevance of a feed-forward model of visual
attention for goal-oriented and free-viewing tasks
O. Le Meur and J.C. Chevet

Abstract—A purely bottom-up model of visual attention is
proposed and compared to five state-of-the-art models. The role
of the low-level visual features is examined in two contexts.
Two datasets are used: one containing data coming from an eye
tracking experiment obtained in a free-viewing task and a second
containing 5000 hand-label pictures (observers had to enclose the
most visually interesting objects in a rectangle). The relevancy of
the bottom-up models, i.e. the ability of a model to predict where
the salient areas are located, is evaluated. Whatever the metrics
and the datasets, the degree of similarity between predictions and
ground truth is significantly above chance. The proposed model,
resting on a small number of features, is shown to be a good
predictor of the human visual fixations but also a good predictor
of the objects chosen as interesting by observers. This study
suggests that the low-level of visual features have a significant
role in a free-viewing task but also in a high-level visual task,
such as the choice of the object of interest in a complex visual
scene. Another outcome concerns the viewing duration used in
eye tracking experiments. Results suggest that this parameter is
finally not as critical as one would expect.
Index Terms—Visual attention, saliency, bottom-up

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE ease with which we perceive a visual scene is
amazing. It is all the more amazing considering that
the human biological resources are intrinsically limited. We
all know that our visual environment contains much more
information than we are able to perceive at once. Indeed,
our visual field could be represented by using 10-100Mbits
of information per second. Even if most of our neurons are
dedicated to visual processing, it is not sufficient. So, how
can this biological system be so computationally efficient?
The most plausible explanation is that the visual processing is
performed in a coarse-to-fine fashion. In addition to the coarse
to fine analysis, the salience could be an important factor
that might dynamically gates relevant information for the next
processing [1]. As such, the amount of visual information
to assess accurately drastically decreases, becoming coherent
with our own visual processing ability. The visual salience lies
at the heart of this theory. It is difficult to provide an exhaustive
list of the visual salience contributor. Indeed, numerous factors
can contribute to it. One of the most important factors is
the contrast. Indeed what is important is not the absolute
amplitude value of the incoming cue but rather the contrast
between the amplitude at a given point and its immediate
surrounding. The contrast of luminance which is the first
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information extracted by our visual system plays an important
role. At higher processing levels, other factors such as the
color, edges, lines, orientations can contribute to the visual
salience. As previously mentioned, the visual salience depends
for a significant part on the low-level visual features, but also
depends on higher level information such as the semantic
contrast. It occurs for instance when an object does not
fit with its context. In this case, the visual salience of the
object significantly increases. What is now well accepted is
that the complexity of the saliency contributor increasingly
grows throughout the visual system. It would suggest that
the visual salience is not localized but rather spread out in
different visual areas. This led to the concept of hierarchical
saliency map [1], [2], in which the salience of each level
stems from a particular population of visual cells, responding
to more and more complex stimuli [3]–[5]. The hierarchical
saliency map might be used to direct our attention to regions
of interest. One of the objectives would be to recognize objects
by concentrating on it our attentional resources.
The visual salience plays an important role in the deployment
of our visual attention. A model simulating this behavior is key
for many video applications that involve observers. Among
them, we can mention three video applications:
• the video compression: the goal is to enhance the subjective quality of the salient areas;
• the video quality assessment: the idea is to use the
saliency map to weight the distortion map. Indeed, it is
reasonable to guess that a degradation is more annoying
on a salient area than on a inconspicuous area [6];
• a retargeting application: the goal is to improve the
viewing comfort when video are displayed on a device
having a small screen [7].
The goal of this study is to examine the ability of a rather
simple computational model of bottom-up visual attention to
predict salient areas in two specific contexts. For that, two
different ground truths are used. The first dataset comes from
an eye tracking experiment whereas the second is the MSRA1
database. These datasets are radically different. The former has
been obtained in a free-viewing task. The spatial coordinates
of the visual fixations occurring in the first seconds of viewing
are used to build a ground truth. The latter is the results of
a high-level visual task. Note that, in this case, the viewing
duration is not a parameter of the experiment. Observers are
free to examine the picture before doing the task. Observers
were asked to select and to enclose in a rectangle the most
interesting object in a scene. In this condition, where the
cognitive and the high-level mechanisms are deeply involved,
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we examine whether or not a purely bottom-up model of
visual attention is able to predict objects that observers found
to be the most interesting. The objective of this assessment
is close and complementary to Elazary and Itti’s study [8].
They used a large database of labeled images, called LabelMe
(see http://labelme.csail.mit.edu) in order to assess whether or
not low-level visual features can be a good predictor to label
objects that are considered of interests by observers. There
are at least three major differences between our approach and
Elazary and Itti’s study. First, databases to assess the ability
of a computation model to predict interesting locations are not
the same. LabelMe is a database for which observers are free
to label what they want. Observers were just asked to label
objects of a given scene. In our approach, as we previously
mention, the MSRA database for which an explicit instruction
was given to observers is used. The task given to participants
was enclose in a rectangle the most interesting part of the
picture. Therefore, in the case of MSRA database, observers
performed a visual task with a strong constraint. As shown
by many studies, this task can significantly influence the gaze
deployment. The seminal experiment of Yarbus in 1967 is still
the perfect example. Yarbus recorded the visual scan path of
observers and for different tasks. The fact that visual scan
paths are dramatically different shows that the deployment of
the visual attention is not a purely bottom-up process [9]. The
second difference with Elazary and Itti’s study rests on the use
of different computational models. Six computational models
of visual attention are assessed. A random model is also used
in order to estimate the chance level. Performances are here
evaluated with the two ground truths. The last difference is
related to the computational models used. Elazary and Itti’s
study [8] did not analyze whether a simple model of visual
attention is able to predict the positions of the interesting
objects above the chance level.
This paper presents a feed-forward model of the visual attention and its capability to detect objects of interest and salient
areas. Section II presents the model, and more specifically the
intermediate feature maps extracted from the luminance and
the color components. Section III elaborates the two datasets
that are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed
model. Section IV presents the intrinsic performances of the
proposed model. These performances are compared to five
models of the state-of-the-art. In this case, the ground truth will
stem from eye tracking experiments. The section V examines
the relationship between bottom-up salience and the objects
selected as interesting by observers. The MSRA database is
used. Some conclusions are drawn in the last section.
II. A F EED - FORWARD MODEL
A. What are the motivations to design a new bottum-up
model?
The interest of this study is to provide some evidences that
a rather simple model of attention can be a good predictor of
human fixation points with a moderate complexity.
As suggested by a number of studies, visual processing is
composed of a rapid general perception and a slow detailed

processing. Several studies have indeed shown that the categorization of a complex natural scene can be achieved in 100150 ms [10], [11]. This ability to determine quickly whether
an image represents an animal or a person suggests that
the first visual processing are purely feed-forward (there is
(almost no) no feedback from the higher visual areas). This
feed-forward processing might be used to transmit a coarse
representation of the scene to higher level of visual areas.
The coarse representation of the scene would be composed of
luminance, color and depth information. For instance, Schyns
and Oliva [12], [13] demonstrated the extent to which coarse
spatial layouts is key in a task of identification. Considering
conjointly Schyns’s results and the fact that saliency map
could be determinant in the scene recognition process, a feedforward model of visual attention could be mainly based on
luminance, color information and depth.
The proposed model is based on the luminance and on the
color (the depth is here not taken into account even if it
would be easy to use a depth information in the model, as we
will see in the next section). Compared to existing bottomup models, the proposed model is a simple, yet biologically
plausible, approach. Indeed, existing models of visual attention
try to simulate different stages of the visual processing, going
from the retina with the ganglionar cells to the cortext visual
with V1 (visual cells having a preferred orientation) and
V2 (contours integration). For instance, Le Meur et al. [14]
proposed a model to simulate the visual processing occurring
in the retina and in V1 area. The following operations are
applied on the input picture in order to compute a saliency
map:
• Contrast Sensitivity Function to simulate the ganglionar
cells;
• Hierarchical oriented subband decomposition is applied
on the achromatic and the chromatic components of
the picture. The goal is to provide different subbands
corresponding to different populations of visual cells.
Indeed, the visual system is thought to use an array of
channels that effectively segregate image information on
the basis of spatial frequency and of orientation;
• Oriented center-surround filters is applied on each subband to simulate the cortical cells.
Existing models use the luminance and color contrast in order
to identify the salient point of a picture. However, they also
use a panel of other visual features (orientation, edge, line,
vanishing points or lines, rarity concept, etc). It obviously
makes sense to consider these features. Indeed the best model
would be the one that would incorporate a large panel of
visual features. Color, orientations, faces, skin tone, etc are
undeniably factors having the capability to shift our gaze
to a particular area. However, by considering only few lowlevel visual features, we should be able to provide a good
approximation of the salience.
B. Extraction of intermediate saliency maps
The proposed model rests on both the low-spatial frequencies of the luminance and the color components. Its architecture is based on the plausible architecture proposed by [15] and
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on the Feature Integration Theory [16]. This straightforward
approach, involving few operations still remains biologically
plausible. The input of the model is a still picture in the Y, U, V
format. From this image, three intermediate saliency maps are
computed (a general synoptic is given figure 2):
• Saliency map for the achromatic component, called
SMY : the first operation consists in building a multipleresolution Gaussian pyramid, as proposed in [17]. The
transfer function associated with the ith level of the
Gaussian pyramid is given by:
 i 2 !
2f
(1)
Ti (f ) = exp −0.5
σ0

receptive field (or the center part) has a size of 7 × 7
(see figure 2 to have the size in cpd for each level of
the pyramid). The surround part has a size of 13 × 13.
The size of these kernels is the same whatever the level
of pyramid. The center-surround function CS is the
difference between the energy contained in the center
and the surround. This function is strictly positive. An
example of the center-surround response is given figure
2. Finally, the saliency map SMY is obtained by using
the maximum operator:

SMY (s) = max Ron/of f (s, 0), Rof f /on (s, 0)
(4)
•

where f is the spatial frequency in cycles per degree,
wpix
, wpix is the width of the picture in
σ0 = 0.248 wdeg
pixels, and wdeg is the width of the picture in degrees.
The different transfer functions are given in figure 1.
The level i of the pyramid is obtained by filtering the
spectrum of the input picture with Ti and then by down
sampling it by a factor 2i . An example of the pyramid
(without down sampling the level) is given in figure 2.
The level 0 is the level with the highest resolution. The
levels 4 and 3 (the coarsest scales) have a maximum
spatial frequency close to 1 and 3 cpd, respectively.
These values are close to the one used in the study [12].
Indeed in this study, all stimuli were computed from the
low-frequency components (below 2 cpd) and the highfrequency components (above 6 cpd).
All subbands are filtered leading to two filtered maps
called Ron/of f and Rof f /on . The filtering operation is
described below:

SMU (x, y) =
XX
|U (x + k, y + j) − U (x + k + 1, y + j)| +

(↑2)

Ron/of f (s, i) = CSon/of f (s, i) + βi × Ron/of f (s, i + 1)
(2)
(↑2)
Rof f /on (s, i) = CSof f /on (s, i) + βi × Rof f /on (s, i + 1)
(3)
where s and i represent the spatial coordinate of a pixel
and the level of the pyramid, respectively. (↑ 2) means
that an up-sampling of a factor 2 has been applied. βi is
a gain that could be used to strengthen the weight of a
particular frequency range or to propagate the results of a
coarser level throughout the pyramid. These coefficients
are set to one. However, note that these coefficients could
be adapted in function of the average depth of the scene.
For a close-up picture, we should favor the lowest spatial
frequencies to compute the salience of the scene. Indeed,
the structuring element (or the receptive field) for these
subbands covers a large part of the picture (four degrees
of visual angle, see figure 2). Conversely, for a picture
with a high average depth value, the highest subbands
should be favor to the detriment of others. Indeed, a
salient target would have a small size. As the average
depth of pictures used in the performance evaluation
is not known, these coefficients are not adapted to a
particular context.
In equations 2 and 3, CSon/of f and CSof f /on simulate
the response of visual cells having a center ON (resp.
OFF) and a surround OFF (resp. ON). The classical

Saliency map for the chromatic component U . This map
is called SMU . The method to compute the saliency
map SMU differs from the one used previously. This
difference is simply due to the lower spatial frequencies
of the chromatic components compared to those of the
achromatic component. It is not necessary to have a
hierarchical approach in this case. Therefore, a simple
low-pass filter is applied followed by a SAD filter (Sum
of Absolute Differences). The former is used to remove
medium to high spatial frequencies and to smooth the
chromatic component. The transfer function is given by
T0 (see equation 1). The maximal spatial frequency is
equal to 7 cpd. The latter allows the detection of the
spatial and low frequency contrast. The size of the kernels
is 7 × 7. This kernel has then a size of two degrees of
visual angle. It is a large kernel allowing to retrieve the
borders of salient areas as well as its contents. This filter
is given below:

j

k

XX
j
•

|U (x + k, y + j) − U (x + k, y + j + 1)|

k

Saliency map for the chromatic component V . This map
is called SMV . The computation of this map is similar
to the computation of saliency map SMV .

The final saliency map is a combination of these intermediate maps. The pooling is described in the next section.
C. Pooling of the different saliency maps
1) General description: The goal of the pooling is to mix
together the different features maps. A number of approaches
to combine intermediate saliency maps have been proposed in
the literature. These approaches are briefly described hereafter:
•

•
•

an iterative filtering of the conspicuity map by a Difference of Gaussians filter (DoG) promoting the peak of
salience [18];
an intra and inter-map competition to consider both
complementarities and redundancies [19];
an exponential mapping of the conspicuities and a weighting scheme for inter-map competition promoting the peak
of salience to the detriment of others [20];
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Fig. 2. A) Architecture of the new model. B) An example of the Gaussian pyramid for the component Y is depicted ((*) the spatial frequency is obtained
by considering the following parameters: resolution of the picture 400 × 300, viewing distance 6 × H (H is the height of the picture on the screen.)). The
results of visual cells (Ron/of f as well as Rof f /on ) are also depicted (for the sake of visibility, each picture has been up sampled to the resolution of the
original picture). The size of the receptive field is also given. It increases, going from 4 cpd for the coarsest level to 0.3 cpd for the highest level. C) On the
bottom of this column, an example of saliency map for the component Y is given (SMY ) for which for all subbands contributed in the same fashion to the
result (equi-contribution). On the top, the high-frequency subbands are overlooked to the detriment of the low-frequency subbands.

Fig. 1.
Transfer functions for the five levels of the multiple-resolution
Gaussian pyramid. L(k) indicates the transfer function used to build the level
k.

In these different approaches, an important point has to be
underlined. When the maps come from the same visual dimension, they can be directly combined since their dynamics
are similar. At the opposite, the combination of maps coming
from different modalities is much more difficult because these
maps may have different dynamic ranges. The use of a simple
normalization scheme in the latter case may provide noisy

results. To cope with this problem, a new normalization
scheme has been proposed by [19], [21]. The normalization
consists in finding a theoretical maximum [19] or in using a
long-term normalization scheme [21]. Both solutions are used
to scale the feature maps, without taking into account the local
maximum value.
2) Pooling based on a maximum operator by using longterm normalization (MAX): The pooling rests on the use of
the maximum operator. Obviously, as the feature maps do not
have the same dynamic range, it is required to normalize them.
In order to achieve this, the normalization scheme proposed
in [19], [21] is used. An empirical maximum or a long-term
cue maximum is derived from a set of images (50 pictures)
for each visual dimension. Its value is equal to the average
of the feature map maxima. The final saliency map is given
below:


SMY (x, y) SMU (x, y) SMV (x, y)
S(x, y) = max
,
,
M AXY
M AXU
M AXV
(5)
where, M AXY , M AXU and M AXV represent respectively
the empirical maximum of the component Y , U and V .
III. T WO DATASETS FOR TWO DISTINCT OBJECTIVES
A. Eye tracking dataset
An eye tracking experiment has been conducted on still
color pictures. The eye tracker from Cambridge Research Cor-
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poration is composed of an infra-red camera, a chin and head
rest. Experiments were conducted in normalized conditions
(ITU-R BT 500-10) at viewing distance of four times the TV
monitor height. Twenty-six natural color images with various
contents have been selected. Every image was seen in random
order by up to forty observers for 15 seconds each in a taskfree viewing mode. The collected data corresponds to the
regular time sampling (20 ms) of eye gaze on the monitor2 .

viewing. This precaution is used in order to limit the top-down
effects that are deemed to be more significant after the first
seconds of viewing. The viewing duration has been arbitrary
chosen. In a previous study [14], authors assessed the degree
of similarity between a predicted map and a priority map
deduced from different viewing durations. Although bottomup mechanisms are deemed to be dominant just after the video
onset, results indicate that there is no major difference between
the similarity degrees obtained for different viewing duration
(4, 10 and 14 seconds). One plausible reason of this result rests
on the fact that observers continue to fixate areas of interest
rather than scanning the whole scene. However, there is no rule
to select the viewing duration and it is a matter of controversy.
This dataset will be used to evaluate the extent to which the
proposed model is able to predict human visual fixations.
B. The MSRA database and the refinement by background RoI
classification

Fig. 3.
The eight first fixation points coming from the eye tracking
experiments from four observers are presented on the first row. The second
row gives the priority maps obtained for a viewing duration of 8s.

From the collected raw eye tracking, a priority map is
computed3 . The raw eye tracking is first segmented into
saccades and fixations. This process is done for each picture
and for each observer. A data point is removed if the number
of eye tracking data included in a square window is below
a given threshold. The size of the window and the threshold
are functions of the viewing distance, the accuracy of the eye
tracker (0.25 degrees of visual angle) and the resolution of the
display (800 × 600 pixels). In practice, the size of the window
and the threshold are respectively 9×9 (corresponding to 0.25
degrees of visual angle) and 5 (corresponding to the number
of data required in the previously defined window).
All fixation patterns for a given picture are added together
providing a spatial distribution of human fixation. The resulting map is then smoothed using a 2-Dimensional Gaussian
filter. Its standard deviation is determined according to the
accuracy of the eye-tracking apparatus. The result is a priority
map which represents the observer’s regions of interest. Figure
3 shows the visual scan path and priority maps for four
observers.
The priority map is deduced from the first 8 seconds of
2 The

database is available on the following link http://www.irisa.fr/temics/
staff/lemeur/visualAttention/
3 The term priority map has been given by Fecteau et al. [22]. It stresses the
fact that the computed map does not stem from a pure bottom-up mechanism,
but rather from a mixture of a bottom-up and top-down processes

1) The MSRA database: A large database of color picture
has been proposed by Liu et al. [23] (downloadable from
http://research.microsoft.com/∼jiansun/SalientObject/salient
object.htm). These pictures contain a single region of interest.
This database is split into 10 sets, each set containing 500
pictures. For each picture, Liu et al. asked nine users to draw
a rectangle enclosing the most interesting part of the picture.
This rectangle is referred to as the rectangle of interest.
Figure 4 shows an example of this labeling. This dataset
is significantly different from the previous one, not only in
terms of content but also because the test protocol is radically
different. Indeed, the first difference relies on the fact that the
eye movements are not recorded in the context of the MSRA
database. Secondly, the task given to people involved in the
test was to enclose the most visually interesting region of
the picture. This visual task induces high-level mechanisms
and cognitive processes. Therefore, it is reasonable to guess
that there is a weak relationship between this rectangle of
interest and the bottom-up saliency of the scene. However,
the MSRA database involving a high-level visual task is still
of interest to test whether there is a link between a predicted
bottom-up saliency map and the results of this dataset. In a
previous study, Elazary and Itti [8] showed that the positions
of the first peaks in a predicted bottom-up saliency map are
significantly correlated to the positions of areas that people
would choose to put a label indicating a region of interest.
They conducted these experiment on the LabelMe database
[24]. Their conclusion was that a computational model of
bottom-up visual attention can be a useful tool for object
detection and recognition. This result is surprising because
the labels of the LabelMe database stem from a high-level
visual task. We would like to test this property on the 5000
pictures of the MSRA.
2) Refinement by background RoI classification and computation of the experimental saliency: The database proposed by
Liu et al. [23] is interesting for different reasons. The variety
of content, the number of pictures, the nine users involved in
the experiment or the post processing of the results are some
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Where θt,m is the set of parameters defining the mth component of the mixture, associated to the component t. θt =
{θt,1 , ..., θt,m } and θt,m = {αt,m , µt,m , σt,m }. µt,m and
σt,m are the mean and the variance of the mth gaussian.
αt,1 , ..., αt,k are the mixing probabilities. The αt,m factor must
Pk
satisfy: αt,m ≥ 0, m = 1, ..., k and m=1 αm = 1.
For one component, t = r for instance (corresponding to the
independent observations of R), the likelihood corresponding
to the k-components mixture is:
L(R; θr ) =

n X
k
Y

αr,m p(ri |θr,m )

(8)

i=1 m=1

The log-likelihood is then:
logL(R; θr ) =

n
X
i=1

Fig. 4. Results of the labeling test. Red rectangle is called the rectangle of
interest. It encloses the most salient part of the picture.

of those reasons (more details concerning this database and its
corresponding ground truth are given in [23]). Nevertheless,
this database presents a drawback, at least in the context of this
study. Since the labeling step was performed using a rectangle,
it includes the region of interest as well as a potentially
large amount of background. Information belonging to the
background and enclosed in the rectangle of interest may
have a significant impact on a learning step or during the
performance assessment step. It is therefore necessary to reject
pixels of the rectangle that belong to the background. A typical
example is given in figure 6. The woman on the seesaw
is located on the diagonal of the rectangle. Therefore, the
rectangle of interest mostly contains visual data belonging to
the background.
To overcome this problem, a partitioning of the picture into
background and RoI is achieved by using a Gaussian mixture
models. The goal is to discard the pixels enclosed in the
rectangle of interest that are, statistically speaking, close to
the background.
Let O a set of n pixels belonging to the background (these
pixels are outside the rectangle of interest, see figure 6). Each
pixel is featured by its three independent color components.
Let R = [r1 , ..., rn ], G = [g1 , ..., gn ] and B = [b1 , ..., bn ]
these components. A pixel yi is then featured by the three
components {ri , gi , bi }.
The probability that a pixel yi belongs to the background is
given by:
Y
p(yi ) =
p(yi |t, θt )
(6)
t∈r,g,b

Where p(yi |t, θt ) is a k-component finite mixture distribution
given the component t:
p(yi |t, θt ) =

k
X
m=1

αt,m p(yi |t, θt,m )

(7)

log

k
X

αr,m p(ri |θr,m )

(9)

m=1

Equations (8) and (9) are similar since log(x) is a strictly
increasing function. Therefore, the value θr which maximizes
L(R; θr ) also maximizes logL(R; θr ). The goal is now to
estimate θbr that maximizes the log-likelihood (9).
To maximize the log-likelihood, the EM algorithm is used.
More specifically, the learning of the parameters θr is achieved
by using the algorithm proposed by Figueiredo and Jain [25].
k is set to 6. This value indicates the maximum number of
Gaussian that we wish to use in the mixture. Figure 5 shows
histograms of the components R, G and B for a particular
picture. The mixture densities obtained by the approach of
Figueiredo and Jain [25] are also shown on the same figure.

Fig. 6. Original picture with: red rectangle is a rectangle of interest, deduced
from the user test; green rectangle encloses the observations used to define a
statistical model of the background.

After computing the statistical model of the background,
the probabilistic model of the background is used both to
classify the pixels enclosed by the rectangle of interest and
to deduce the experimental saliency, which is the probability
1 − p(yi ) that a pixel yi belong to the background. Figure
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Fig. 5.

Estimated Gaussian mixture (red curves) and the real probability densities (blue curve) for the components R, G and B of the given picture.

7 shows some results. The partitioning works well for most
of the cases. When the complexity of the background is
high (see for instance the second picture of figure 7, top
row), the partitioning is not as good as expected. However,
we consider that the Gaussian mixture model based on the
component R, G and B is accurate enough to correctly
partition the rectangle of interest in our context. The
improvement of this algorithm is obviously possible. First,
component R, G and B are not independent. Second concerns
the use of textural information. However, for the purpose
of this study, the quality of the partitioning is judged sufficient.

IV. P ERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
The goal of the performance assessment is to assess the
extent to which the proposed computational model of visual
attention is able to predict experimental salience coming from
the eye tracking campaign.
A. Bottom-up visual attention models of the state-of-the-art
Different visual models are involved in the comparative test:
• Le Meur’s model [14] is based on a perceptual decomposition of the Fourier spectrum, on the use of a contrast
sensitivity function and a visual masking step. The model
uses the oriented subbands coming from the luminance
and from the color components;
• Itti’s model [26], the most widely used, is based on a hierarchical decomposition and a competition between levels
of the decomposition. The model uses the luminance, the
color and the orientation. The Matlab saliency toolbox
[27] is used to compute the saliency maps; we used the
default parameters except for the normalization type (we
used the type ‘None’);
• Hou’s model [28] is based on the analysis of the Fourier
spectrum of an input image. The model only uses the
luminance;
• Bruce’s model [29] based on the principle of maximizing
information sampled from a scene (the code source
used can be downloaded on the following page http:
//www-sop.inria.fr/members/Neil.Bruce/; we used the default parameters);
• Zhang’s model [30] is similar to Bruce’s one, in the
way that it tries to capture any singularity in the scene
compared to a prior knowledge. However, while Bruce

used the current picture to build the prior knowledge,
Zhang built it off-line from a set of pictures and compares
it to features extracted from the current picture (the code
source used can be downloaded on the following page
http://cseweb.ucsd.edu/∼l6zhang/; we used the default
parameters).
B. Qualitative comparison
Figure 8 gives the predicted saliency maps of the proposed
model and those coming from five existing models previously
described. These examples are given for six pictures extracted
from the MSRA datasets. The brighter areas correspond to the
most salient parts of the picture.
Qualitatively speaking, and in average, all models succeed in
identifying the salient parts of the pictures. For the two last
pictures of the first row, the results are more contrasted. For
instance, for the last picture, the models of Hou, Bruce and
Zhang fail to detect the house. The best performances are given
by the proposed model and the model of Itti.
Even though the different models work quite well on these
examples, the predicted saliency maps are not similar in
their shape and in their spatial distribution. For example, the
predicted saliency maps are more or less focused. The maps
from the model of Itti and Bruce are less focused than the
others. The second difference concerns the fact that these
predicted saliency maps are more or less based on the object
edges. The model of Hou significantly highlights the edges
of the region of interest. Inside the region of interest, there is
almost no salient pixel. To a lesser extent, this is also the case
for the model of Bruce. For instance, on the third picture, the
guitar is the salient object. Except for the guitar boundaries,
the salience values of the pixels of the background and those
belonging to the guitar are almost the same.
C. Different metrics of assessment
The degree of similarity between prediction and the ground
truth is evaluated by using three complementary metrics. The
metrics are:
• KL: the Kullback-Leibler information assesses the degree of similarity between a predicted and a reference
density of probability functions. The formula is:
X
pi
(10)
KL =
pi log
ri
i
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Fig. 7.

•

•

Original pictures with the rectangle of interest and with the background RoI classification (the brighter areas correspond to foreground areas).

where p and r represent respectively the two-dimensional
probability density function of the predicted and the
reference saliency map. A null value indicates that the
two distributions are strictly the same. In order to use the
KL metric, it is required to define its value when pi = 0.
In this case, the KL value is null. Noting that the case
ri = 0 is not possible since an epsilon value has been
added;
AU C: the AU C (Area Under Curve) is a classification
indicator stemming from the ROC analysis. An AU C
value tending to 1 means a good agreement between the
predicted and the experimental saliency maps has been
achieved. The two saliency maps (predicted as well as
experimental) are normalized in the same dynamic range
(0 up to 255) by using a simple peak-to-peak scheme. The
experimental saliency map is then binarized by using a
simple threshold. Concerning the predicted saliency map,
255 thresholds are used to binarize the map. For each
threshold the ROC analysis is performed;
N SS: the two previous metrics, namely the KLdivergence and the ROC analysis, are based on a human
priority map. In other words, the degree of similarity is
obtained by comparing two maps. For the NSS (Normalized Scan path Saliency) metric, the idea is different. This
metric has been initially proposed by Parkhurst et al. [31]
and has been modified by Peters et al. [32]. Rather than
using a human priority map, the visual fixation points are
directly used; predicted saliency for each human fixation
point is extracted from the predicted saliency map at the
spatial coordinates of the considered fixation point. At the
end of the visual scan path obtained for a given picture,
a value, called NSS, is obtained. A NSS equal to zero
means that there is no similarity between the predicted
saliency map and the visual scan paths. A positive and
high NSS indicates that there is a similarity whereas a

negative one indicates an anti-correspondence. The three
steps of the NSS method are given below and an example
is given by figure 9:
1) Each predicted saliency map is transformed into
a Z-score (normalized to zero mean and one unit
standard deviation);
2) Predicted saliency is extracted in a local neighboorhood centered on a human fixation point;
3) Average of the obtained values.

Fig. 9. Example of NSS computation on a predicted saliency map and on
a random map for a given visual scan path (6 fixation points). The z-score
map is centered on a gray level of 128.

D. Quantitative comparison
The goals of the quantitative comparison are twofold: first,
the ability of the proposed model to predict human visual
salience is examined. The contributions of the different feature
dimensions are also examined. The second objective will be
to compare the performance of the proposed model to five
state-of-the-art models. A random model is also put to the
test. For each tested picture, a random saliency map is built
from the predicted saliency map coming from the proposed
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Fig. 8. Different predicted saliency maps. Five models of the state-of-the-art are put to the test: the model of Le Meur [14], Itti [26], Hou [28], Bruce [29]
and Zhang [30]. The first row presents the original pictures on which the rectangle of interest is drawn in red.

model. Note that the random and the predicted saliency maps
have exactly the same distribution. An example is given figure
9. All results are presented in Tables I and II.
1) Performance of the proposed model: From a quantitative
point of view, the performances of the proposed model are
acceptable. The prediction of salient areas is significantly
above the random model for the three metrics. The AUC
value for the final map is equal to 0.613. It is interesting to
note that the color components are better predictors than the
achromatic component. Chromatic saliency maps outperform
the achromatic saliency map whatever the metric. However,
only the performance of the U component is statistically
different in term of KL (paired t-test, p < 0.02), AUC (paired

t-test, p < 0.02) and NSS (paired t-test, p < 0.05).
To compute the average NSS values, we took the first, the
first 6 and the first 11 fixation points. We call these three case
N SS1 , N SS6 and N SS11 , respectively. N SS1 is therefore
the mean predicted salience at the first fixation location of each
participant. From Table II, the proposed model is significantly
better than the random model.
As for the two other metrics, the chromatic maps, and more
especially SMU , are the best predictors for the three tested
configurations. These results tend to reinforce previous findings such as [33], [34], stressing the important role of the
color. Frey and al. [34] showed that there exist a strong
influence of color on overt attention in categories such as
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TABLE I
P ERFORMANCE ON THE EYE TRACKING DATASET OF THE PROPOSED
MODEL AND FIVE STATE - OF - THE - ART MODELS . T HESE PERFORMANCES
ARE ALSO GIVEN FOR THE ACHROMATIC AND THE TWO CHROMATIC
SALIENCY MAPS . ∗ MEANS THAT IT IS STATISTICALLY DIFFERENT FROM
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED MODEL ( PAIRED T- TEST,

p < 0.05).
Test involving 26 pictures
Comparison based on human saliency maps
Average ± ST D
KL
AU C
SMY
9.87±4.96
0.542±0.23
SMU
9.82±2.52∗
0.676±0.20∗
SMV
10.31±2.76
0.613±0.23
Final map
10.27±2.73
0.61±0.24
Le Meur’s model 7.92±3.00∗
0.69±0.23
Itti’s model
8.58±7.52
0.61±0.20
Hou’s model
10.51±2.70
0.69±0.17∗
Bruce’s model
10.55±2.71
0.73±0.23∗
Zhang’s model
10±2.66
0.67±0.22
Random
14.67∗
0.49∗

TABLE II
NSS VALUES WITH THE EYE TRACKING DATASET OF THE PROPOSED
MODEL AND FIVE STATE - OF - THE - ART MODELS . T HESE PERFORMANCES
ARE ALSO GIVEN FOR THE ACHROMATIC AND THE TWO CHROMATIC
SALIENCY MAPS . ∗ MEANS THAT IT IS STATISTICALLY DIFFERENT FROM
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED MODEL ( PAIRED T- TEST,
p < 0.05). W E CONSIDER THE FIRST, THE 6 FIRST AND THE TEN FIRST
FIXATION POINTS , CALLED N SS1 , N SS6 AND N SS11 RESPECTIVELY.
SEM IS THE STANDARD ERROR OF THE MEAN .

Test involving 26 pictures
Comparison based on human saliency maps
Average ± SEM
N SS1
N SS6
N SS11
SMY
0.61±0.30∗
6.19±1.86∗
12.34±2.65∗
SMU
2.36±0.53∗
13.84±2.79∗
23.09±4.69∗
SMV
1.80±0.55∗
9.68±2.63
16.29±4.13
Final map
1.49±0.52
9.55±2.32
17.47±3.43
Le Meur’s model 3.97±0.58∗
23.19±2.68∗
40.06±4.03∗
Itti’s model
2.61±0.39∗
15.3±1.96∗
27.33±2.92∗
Hou’s model
2.14±0.48
14.66±2.67∗
24.74±4.24
Bruce’s model
3.45±0.46∗
21.71±2.65∗
36.37±4.44∗
Zhang’s model
3.07±0.51∗
18.41±2.66∗
30.13±4.55∗
Random
0.04±0.06∗
0.24±0.15∗
0.38±0.21∗

flower, forest, landscape, man-made and rain forest. Color
information significantly improved the prediction of saliency
map model and allows to reduce the inter-observer congruency.
The influence of color depends however on the type of image.
For Flower, Landscape, Man-made and Rain-forest categories,
Frey and al. indicated that saliency model4 predicted human
fixation locations significantly better than chance when the
color contrast was used. For Face, Forest and Fractal categories, the prediction is only slightly better than chance.
Plausible explanations proposed by Frey and his colleagues
rest on the possible existence of a correlation of luminance
and color features or on the fact that there are certain features
that attract the attention of the vast majority of subjects (this
is especially true for faces, for which observers tend to look
preferentially to eyes, noses...).

4 they

used Itti’s model

2) Comparison to others models: Compared to other models, there are only two models that significantly outperform the
proposed one in term of AU C. This drops to one model when
considering the KL information. Indeed, in term of KL, the
best models are the model of Le Meur and Itti. However, only
the results coming from the former is statistically significant
(paired t-test, p << 0.05). Bruce’s model is the model
providing the highest dissimilarity.
Regarding the indicator AU C, the models having statistically
significant better results are the models of Bruce and Hou. The
other models are not statistically different from the proposed
one.
Regarding the NSS indicator, the best performances are given
by Le Meur’s and Bruce’s model. It means that these two
models are the best candidates to simulate an average visual
scan path composed of one up to eleven fixation points. The
proposed model provides the weakest degree of similarity. It
does not mean that the model cannot predict the salient areas
(in the previous section, AUC and KL-divergence indicated
a good ability to predict salient areas) but means that the
correspondence between the locations of highest salience in
the predicted saliency map and the first observed fixation
locations is not good. The peaks of salience of the map coming
from the proposed model are then less correlated with the
observed visual scan path than the peaks salience of other
maps.
V. A BILITY OF BOTTOM - UP MODEL TO PREDICT VISUALLY
INTERESTING AREAS

The ability of the bottom-up visual attention model to
predict the visually interesting areas deduced from a highlevel task is evaluated by the two previous metrics, namely
the KL-information and the ROC analysis. A third metric is
added and takes into account the spatial coordinates of the
rectangle of interest: the metric called CON F , standing for
confidence, is then given by:
P
f g(s)S(s)
Swind
× s
(11)
CON F =
S
Sf g
where, S is the sum of the predicted salience over the whole
picture. Swind is the sum of predicted salience inside the
rectangle of interest. Sf g is the sum of salience pixels that
are inside the rectangle of interest and that belong to the
foreground. The first term Swind
tends to 1 when all the
S
predicted salience is inside the rectangle of interest. The worst
case (null value) would suggest that the predicted salience is
not in agreement with observers’ test (the predicted salience
would
be outside the rectangle of interest). The second term
P
f g(s)S(s)

tends to 1 if the predicted salience inside the
Sf g
rectangle of interest is located on pixels belonging to the
foreground.
Table III gives the performance (average and median
values) of the proposed model as well as the state-ofthe-art models. First, concerning the proposed model, the
performance analysis leads us to draw similar conclusions to
those drawn from involving the eye-tracking datasets. More
accurately, the chromatic component U is the best predictor.
s
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TABLE III
P ERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED MODEL AND FIVE STATE - OF - THE - ART MODELS ON THE MSRA DATASETS . P ERFORMANCES ARE THE AVERAGE AND
THE MEDIAN ( IN ITALIC AND IN BRACKETS ) VALUE . ∗ MEANS THAT IT IS STATISTICALLY DIFFERENT FROM THE PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED
MODEL PROVIDING THE FINAL SALIENCY MAP ( PAIRED T- TEST, p < 0.05).

SMY
SMU
SMV
Final map
Le Meur’s model
Itti’s model
Hou’s model
Bruce’s model
Zhang’s model
Random

Test involving 5000 pictures
Comparison based on the MSRA database
Average
M edian
KL
CON F
AU C
KL
CON F
14.97∗
0.098∗
0.636∗
15.35
0.071
15.65∗
0.130∗
0.742
15.52
0.116
∗
∗
∗
16.88
0.117
0.701
17.05
0.1
16.53
0.189
0.74
16.51
0.162
14.44∗
0.166∗
0.769∗
14.1
0.156
12.17 ∗
0.243 ∗
0.741
18.02
0.237
17.53∗
0.046∗
0.693∗
17.77
0.04
18.68∗
0.203∗
0.783∗
18.93
0.189
16.69∗
0.150∗
0.721∗
16.64
0.134
20.39
0.003
0.466
–
–

Compared to the state-of-the-art models, the proposed model
significantly outperforms the models of Hou and Zhang in
term of AUC and CONF. Itti’s model provides similar results
whereas the best models are the models of Bruce and Le
Meur. If the median values are considered (see the values in
italic in Table III), the overall results are better than those
given by the average values. It means that the models fail
to accurately predict the regions of interest on a number of
pictures. Figure 10 shows the distribution of the AU C value
on the MSRA database for the tested models and illustrates
the previous comments.
Noting that Hou’s model provides the worse results in term
of CON F . The reason is simple since Hou’s model gives
much more importance to edges than homogenous surfaces,
as illustrated by figure 8.

Fig. 10.

Distribution of the AUC values for each model.

Results of this work suggest that a computational model of
visual attention is able to predict both salient locations and
high-level areas of interest. This is quite surprising because
two dramatically different experiments lead to a similar
conclusion.

AU C
0.659
0.785
0.736
0.774
0.882
0.772
0.719
0.816
0.773
–

For eye tracking experiment in free-viewing condition,
most of the parameters of the experiment are mastered:
viewing duration, the task given to observers, algorithm
used to extract fixations and saccades, viewing distance,
calibration (display and accuracy of the apparatus), ambient
light, position of the stimuli on the display to lessen the
center bias... All these precautions are taken in order to be as
close as possible to natural viewing conditions and to favor
bottom-up gaze guidance. However, this is not optimal. For
instance, the experiment can be quite invasive (depending on
the eye tracking apparatus used). Even the traditional question
asked to observers ‘look around the pictures as naturally as
possible’ prior the experiment onset can be perceived as very
unnatural. What is deemed to be the most critical parameter
in the setting of such experiment is the viewing duration.
For the second experiment, the aforementioned parameters
are not under control. For instance, the viewing distance, the
display and the viewing duration are not controlled. However,
computational models of bottom-up visual attention are good
predictors of areas labeled as interesting by observers. It
suggests that observers tend to chose objects that contrast
with the environment. Observer’s decision to label an area as
being of interest is then not the result of a purely top-down
mechanism. The decision, which is a conscious choice, is
significantly driven by the bottom-up mechanism. In other
words, the low-level visual features continue to influence
in a significant manner the attentional guidance and this
several seconds after the stimuli onset. Therefore, the viewing
duration does not appear to be a critical parameter.
This result is more or less consistent with previous
publications. Indeed, several studies indicate that bottomup influences were the highest for visual fixations that
immediately followed the stimulus onset. These influences
decrease over time to the benefit of top-down influences [31].
However, they noticed that bottom-up influences did not fully
disappear but remained significantly greater than expected
by chance. Note that the same tendency can be observed on
results given by Table II. Indeed, if we normalize each NSS
value per the number of visual fixation, the normalized NSS
tends to decrease.
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Based on the assumption that bottom-up influences vanished
over time, a number of studies endeavored to design eye
tracking experiments with short viewing time. However,
results obtained on the second dataset suggest that the
viewing duration is finally not so important. It confirms
Parkhurst’s results [31] and Le Meur’s results [14]. Le
Meur et al. showed that the viewing duration did not have
a significant influence on the degree of similarity between
predicted and experimental saliency maps. Three viewing
durations were tested: 4, 8 and 14 seconds. This result
indicated that attentional allocation is stimulus-driven in a
free-viewing task even after several seconds of viewing.
Overall, these results suggest that the bottom-up influences
still remain significant after several seconds of viewing and
also, that the viewing duration in a free-viewing task is
probably not a parameter as critical as one would expect.
It is however important to remind that the task given to
participants was in this study and in Elazary and Itti’s study
[8] quite vague. It is clear that an accurate task such as
find the man with the white hat will provoke a dramatically
different gaze deployment.

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this study, we examine the ability of six models of the
bottom-up visual attention to predict both the salient areas
obtained throughout a free-viewing task and the areas of
interest selected by nine subjects during a high-level visual
task. Our results indicate that:
• a small number of features can provide a good approximation to salience. The proposed model only rests on the
contrast of luminance and color. A simple hierarchical
decomposition is applied on the luminance. Two straightforward filters are used and there is no prior knowledge;
• the performances of the proposed model have been
evaluated on two radically different databases. The first
one, containing 26 pictures, stems from an eye tracking
experiments in a free-viewing mode. The second one,
containing 5000 pictures, is the result of a high-level
visual task. Observers had to enclose the most interesting
areas in a rectangle. For both datasets, the performances
are good. It is not surprising at all that a purely bottom-up
model of visual attention based on contrast is a reliable
predictor of where observers would look at. What is
striking is that the same model succeeds in predicting the
areas of interest selected by observers. A previous study
[8] has already showed this property. The test had been
conducted on the LabelMe database. We confirm this
result on a different database containing 5000 pictures;
• different state-of-the-art models have been evaluated on
two datasets. Although different in their design and in
their complexity, the performances of these models are
quite similar on both datasets;
• finally, this study stressed the role of the color in the
prediction of the salient areas.
The role of the low-level visual features is crucial in a
free-viewing mode but also in a high-level visual task, such

as the task used to build the MSRA database. This last point
is interesting. More specifically, we can consider the use
of a bottom-up visual attention model in new applications
belonging to the computer vision: object of interest extraction,
recognition, etc, could be based in a near future on such
models. An example of object of interest extraction is given
figure 11. The basic idea is to use conjointly a segmentation
algorithm based on the color (mean-shift color segmentation
in our case) and a saliency map. The saliency map is used to
fuse regions that are salient. For this simple example, we just
keep regions that are considered as salient (we compute the
average salience contained in a region. If this value is above
a given threshold, the region is considered as belonging to
an object of interest). Two examples are given in figure 11.
For the first picture (first row), the basic approach works
well. For the second picture, additional information would be
indispensable to refine the final result. Our future works will
focus on this application.
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